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ABSTRACT—Speech is produced mainly in continuous

streams containing several words. Listeners can use the

transitional probability (TP) between adjacent and non-

adjacent syllables to segment ‘‘words’’ from a continuous

stream of artificial speech, much as they use TPs to or-

ganize a variety of perceptual continua. It is thus possible

that a general-purpose statistical device exploits any speech

unit to achieve segmentation of speech streams. Alterna-

tively, language may limit what representations are open

to statistical investigation according to their specific lin-

guistic role. In this article, we focus on vowels and con-

sonants in continuous speech. We hypothesized that vowels

and consonants in words carry different kinds of infor-

mation, the latter being more tied to word identification

and the former to grammar. We thus predicted that in a

word identification task involving continuous speech,

learners would track TPs among consonants, but not

among vowels. Our results show a preferential role for

consonants in word identification.

Adults and infants can perform complex statistical computations

to detect the boundaries of words in connected speech. In par-

ticular, they have been shown to use statistics to discover non-

sense words in continuous streams of artificial speech (Saffran,

Aslin, & Newport, 1996; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996; Saff-

ran, Newport, Aslin, & Tunick, 1997). However, human statistical

abilities span much larger domains than language proper, as sta-

tistical calculations can also be used to identify units in sequences

of tones, or of visual stimuli (Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Saffran,

Johnson, Aslin, & Newport, 1999). It appears that whenever

statistical dependencies exist, learners can extract them.

These results still leave open the possibility that specific

linguistic factors influence the computation of transitional prob-

abilities (TPs) in speech segmentation. Speech is not only

a linear succession of sounds, but also a stimulus that elicits

a series of representations, including phonological representa-

tions such as syllables, vowels, or consonants, that the brain

processes as such from the very early onset of language ac-

quisition (Dehaene-Lambertz & Dehaene, 1994). The specific

nature of these representations may constrain the way statistical

computations are performed.

One way to investigate this issue is to ask whether TPs can be

calculated on elements that, although not phonetically adja-

cent, are adjacent at some abstract level of representation. For

example, in order to account for various morphological and

phonological phenomena, it has been proposed that consonants

and vowels are represented in separate tiers (Goldsmith, 1976).

Accordingly, Newport and Aslin (2004) asked whether learners

exposed to a continuous stream of artificial speech consisting of

consonant-vowel (CV) syllables could track TPs between con-

sonants and TPs between vowels independently. The results

indicated that both kinds of TPs could be used to segment the

speech stream. Potentially, therefore, TP computations on both

the consonantal and the vocalic tier could help listeners dis-

cover words in fluent speech.

Newport and Aslin’s (2004) work exemplifies well one way to

understand the relation between language and statistical abil-

ities. According to this approach, language essentially provides
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representations for statistical computations. Linguistic input

populates the mind with a set of representations, and then sta-

tistics can be computed over them. Thus, if speech triggers the

construction of a vocalic tier and a consonantal tier, then TPs

can be computed over the two kinds of representations equally

effectively.

There is another way to understand how language and sta-

tistical abilities interact, however. That is, language may not

only provide representations but also impose constraints that

optimize processing given its internal architecture. Such con-

straints might determine which representations are open to

statistical computations. In particular, some elements of speech

have a specifically grammatical role, and hence may be pro-

cessed independently of their local statistical distribution,

whereas others better serve the recognition of lexical patterns,

and may be subject to distributional analysis on-line.

The functional difference between consonants and vowels

offers a test case for this hypothesis. From the point of view of a

statistical computational mechanism, consonants and vowels

are units as good as any others. However, their role in language

is very different. On the basis of several linguistic sources of

evidence, Nespor, Peña, and Mehler (2003) proposed that vowel

alternation concerns quantity (i.e., duration, pitch, and inten-

sity, which are in different degrees responsible for prosody),

whereas consonant alternation concerns quality (as realized,

e.g., in different manners or places of articulation).

Several phenomena (e.g., vowel harmony and centralization

of unstressed vowels) have the effect of reducing the contrastive

power of vowels, impoverishing their role in distinguishing

lexical items. Consonants undergo opposite phenomena: Word-

internal nonadjacent consonants that are too similar become

more distinct in many languages. The Semitic languages are an

extreme case that attests to the role of consonants in making

lexical distinctions. In these languages, lexical roots are formed

exclusively by consonants, whereas vowels are inserted to in-

dicate morphological patterns (McCarthy, 1985). No languages

with the opposite pattern are documented; that is, in no known

language are lexical roots composed exclusively of vowels and

consonants used primarily to provide morphological informa-

tion. In short, phonological phenomena decrease the potentially

distinctive role of vowels and increase that of consonants.

Being the main carriers of prosody, vowels provide cues to

syntactic constituency through prominence and lengthening, and

in some languages like Turkish, through vowel harmony. In ad-

dition, the percentage of vowels contained in a string may provide

information about important grammatical properties of language.

A high percentage of vowels is typical of languages in which

complements precede their heads and agglutinative morphology

is used, whereas a low percentage of vowels is typical of lan-

guages in which heads precede their complements and there is no

agglutination (Shukla, Nespor, & Mehler, 2004). Thus, quanti-

tative information carried by vowels gives important information

about syntactic structure, as well as about some aspects of the

morphological system. In contrast, the role of consonants in signal-

ing syntax is minor and limited to juncture phenomena that

signal constituency (Nespor & Vogel, 1986; Selkirk, 1984).

A categorical distinction between vowels and consonants

is also supported by several other lines of evidence. In early

language learning, the individuation of vowels and the in-

dividuation of consonants as phonological rather than phonetic

elements of the infant’s native language follow different devel-

opmental time courses (Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda, Stevens, &

Lindblom, 1992; Polka & Werker, 1994; Werker & Tees, 1984).

Furthermore, studies on brain-damaged patients signal asym-

metries in the processing of consonants and vowels in both

recognition and production (Caramazza, Chialant, Capasso, &

Miceli, 2000).

In short, both theoretical and empirical considerations suggest a

functional difference between vowels and consonants. We propose

that the categorical distinction between vowels and consonants

makes each specialized for a specific function in language process-

ing and acquisition. Vowels give cues mainly about syntax, where-

as consonants give cues mainly about the lexicon.

Can this difference affect how distributional information is

processed in on-line speech segmentation? If our hypothesis is

correct, it is possible that even in an unsegmented, meaningless

speech stream, vowels and consonants elicit different compu-

tations. As TP computations in an unsegmented speech stream

serve mainly to identify potential lexical segments, but are of

limited use in discovering underlying grammatical regularities

(Peña, Bonatti, Nespor, & Mehler, 2002), we predict that TPs

may be calculated on nonadjacent consonants but, in general,

cannot be as successfully exploited with nonadjacent vowels.

In this article, we report a series of experiments on adults

exposed to continuous streams of artificial languages composed

of CV syllables. As in Newport and Aslin’s (2004) studies, these

streams contained imaginary words delimited by dips in TPs

either between nonadjacent consonants or between nonadjacent

vowels. The main question of interest was whether participants

would be equally able to identify the words regardless of the

items over which TPs were defined, or whether the ability to

extract TP information would vary according to whether TPs

were defined over consonants or vowels.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method

Participants

Fourteen French college students were tested and received $5

for their participation (as did all participants in the experiments

reported here).

Stimuli

Two 7-min streams of continuous artificial speech were constructed

by pseudorandom concatenation of 12 nonsense trisyllabic items,
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hereafter referred to as ‘‘words’’ (these items are listed in Table

1). These words were constructed from 18 CV syllables (9

consonants and 6 vowels) and were grouped into three different

families. Each family included 4 words, containing the same

sequence of consonants. For instance, the family /p_ _g_/

(where _ indicates the occurrence of a vowel) consisted of the

words /pu agi, /pu egy/, /po agy/, and /po egi/. The words were

concatenated with the restriction that the same word or two

members of the same family could not be presented twice in

succession. In order to keep TPs between adjacent syllables

constant, we allowed each specific word to be followed by only

four other words, as illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, the TPs be-

tween consonants were equal to 1.0 within words and to .5 at

word boundaries. The TPs between adjacent and nonadjacent

syllables and, more important, between vowels were set to .5

both within and between words. A continuous sound file was

generated with the MBROLA text-to-speech software (Dutoit,

Pagel, Pierret, Bataille, & Van der Vrecken, 1996), using

French diphones, digitalized in 16-bit mono files at 22050 Hz.

To avoid the presence of prosodic cues at word boundaries, we

equalized all phonemes by setting their duration at 116 ms and

their pitch at 200 Hz and maintained similar intensity ranges

within and between words. No known acoustic cue signaled

word boundaries.

For the test phase, 12 trisyllabic items containing the low TPs

between consonants were constructed. We call these items ‘‘part-

words’’ because they were constructed by joining two syllables

of a word to one syllable of the word that immediately preceded

or followed it during familiarization. Part-words spanned word

boundaries, and hence had lower consonant TPs than words.

Procedure

All participants were tested in a silent room, wearing head-

phones. They were informed that they would listen to an arti-

ficial language containing imaginary meaningless words, and

would later be tested about their knowledge of the words of that

language.

Before the experiment, in order to ascertain that participants

understood the two-alternative forced-choice paradigm, we

presented 10 pairs of monosyllables. Participants had to indicate

which was the target monosyllable in each pair. Participants who

made more than two errors in this pretest phase were excluded

from analysis. The experiment was presented on a Pentium-

based computer using the experimental software EXPE6 (Pal-

lier, Dupoux, & Jeannin, 1997).

In the familiarization phase, participants heard two randomly

presented sequences of artificial continuous speech lasting 7

min each; the two streams were separated by 2 min of silence. In

the test phase, participants heard pairs of trisyllabic items, with

the members of each pair separated by 500 ms of silence. Each

pair contained a word and a part-word from the nonsense lan-

guage. Each word was tested against three different part-words,

for a total of 36 pairs; the serial position of the word within each

pair was counterbalanced across subjects. No pair was either

preceded or followed by another pair containing one of its

members. The list of test items used to create the test pairs is

given in Table 1. Participants had to indicate on a keyboard

which item in each pair ‘‘looked’’ more like an imaginary word

of the language they had listened to. The intertrial interval was

2,000 ms.

Results and Discussion

Participants preferred words over part-words (87.7 � 10.6%

mean preference for words), t(13) 5 13.23, p < .0001, d 5 3.5

(Fig. 2a). As the words had higher consonant TPs than the part-

words did, this result shows that adults can exploit TPs between

consonants to segment a continuous speech stream, and repli-

cates Newport and Aslin’s (2004) findings with different mate-

rials and a different design. The result suggests that the con-

sonantal tier plays a role in the individuation of lexical items in

language processing. Next, we tested whether vowels can play a

similar role.

TABLE 1

Stimuli Used in Experiment 1

Families and items in
continuous speech

Test items

Words Part-words

Fig. 1. Example of pseudorandom concatenation of the words in Exper-
iment 1. The arrows indicate the words allowed to occur after the item
‘‘biduka.’’
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EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2a

Method

Twenty-eight French college students participated. The proce-

dure was identical to that in Experiment 1.

We constructed the stimuli much as in Experiment 1, but

inverted the TP relations between vowels and consonants. The

two 7-min continuous streams of artificial speech were created

by pseudorandom concatenation of 12 nonsense trisyllabic

words (Table 2). As in Experiment 1, words were defined on the

basis of TPs between nonadjacent elements of the same category

and were constructed out of 18 CV syllables (9 vowels and 6

consonants1) grouped into three different families. However,

unlike in Experiment 1, each family had four words containing

the same sequence of vowels. For instance, the family /_ _i_a/

(where _ indicates the occurrence of a consonant) consisted of

the words /p kima/, /p ila/, /t kila/, and /t ima/. French

speakers discriminate the vocalic differences in these items

clearly. Apart from these differences, the material was con-

structed following the same acoustic and randomization con-

straints used for Experiment 1. In the continuous speech stream,

TPs between vowels were equal to 1.0 within words and to .5 at

word boundaries. The TPs between adjacent and nonadjacent

syllables and, more important, between consonants were set to

.5 both within and between words. For the test, 12 part-words

were constructed as in Experiment 1, but the vowel TPs in part-

words were lower than the vowel TPs in words (.5–1.0 in part-

words, and 1.0 in words).

Results

Despite a sample size twice as big as that of Experiment 1,

we found no preference for either words or part-words (54.2 �

Fig. 2. Samples of the familiarization streams and results from the ex-
periments. In each panel, the first line contains a sample of the 14-min
familiarization stream. An example of a test pair is shown above each
graph. The dots represent mean preference for words of individual sub-
jects averaged across items; the number above the triangular mark indi-
cates the general mean. Experiment 1 (a) tested participants’ ability to
segment the stream on the basis of the transitional probabilities (TPs)
among consonants. Experiments 2a (b) and 2b (c) tested participants’
ability to extract words on the basis of the TPs among vowels. In these
three panels, successive words are printed in different colors, words in
different colors are from different word families, and underlining iden-
tifies examples of part-words used in the test phase. Experiment 2c (d)
tested participants’ ability to extract words on the basis of TPs among
vowels when the number of vowel word families was reduced and con-
secutive repetitions of families were allowed in the familiarization stream.
In this panel, words in different colors represent different families, and
the long stretch of red phonemes shows an example of family repetition.
Experiment 3 (e) tested participants’ recognition of items depending on
whether the items maintained the consonantal or the vocalic tiers pre-
sented during familiarization. The familiarization stream in this experi-
ment could be segmented on the basis of vowel, consonant, or syllable TPs.
Different familiarization items are in different colors. The underlined
phonemes are examples of vocalic tiers and consonantal tiers used to
construct the test items.

TABLE 2

Stimuli Used in Experiment 2a

Families and items in
continuous speech

Test items

Words Part-words

1We decided to use CV syllables because switching vowels with consonants
within syllables is impossible in continuous speech. VCVCVC sequences are
naturally perceived as streams of CV sequences.
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11.7% mean preference for words), t(27) 5 1.8, p � .07, d 5

0.35 (Fig. 2b). Common analyses of Experiments 1 and 2

showed a sharp difference between the two means, t(40) 5 8.96,

p < .0001, d 5 2.9.

Experiment 2b

In order to ensure that the failure to extract words in Experiment

2a was not due to idiosyncrasies in our materials, we ran a

variant of the experiment using different vowels but maintaining

the probability structure of Experiment 2a.

Method

Fourteen French college students participated. Stimuli were

prepared following the same constraints as in Experiment 2a,

but with different words (Table 3). The procedure was the same

as in Experiment 2a.

Results

As shown in Figure 2c, mean preference for words did not differ

from chance (54.0� 11.3% mean preference for words), t(13) 5

1.3, p � .21, d 5 0.35. The mean was equal to that obtained in

Experiment 2a, t(40) 5 0.05, p 5 .9, d 5 0.01, but lower than

that of Experiment 1, t(26) 5 8.12, p < .0001, d 5 3.07.

Experiment 2c

Unlike Newport and Aslin (2004, Experiment 3), we found that

participants in Experiments 2a and 2b clearly failed to exploit

vowel TPs to discover words in continuous speech. Several

factors could explain the difference in the results obtained in

these studies. One prominent factor is the structural difference

between the languages used. In Experiments 2a and 2b, the

artificial languages contained three word families with four

words each, and in the speech stream, consecutive repetitions of

the same word and of the same family were avoided. In Newport

and Aslin’s Experiment 3, the language contained two families

with eight words each, so consecutive repetitions of the same

word family necessarily occurred frequently within short time

frames. It is possible that such repetitions enhance acoustic or

memory cues that can facilitate the identification of word fam-

ilies, quite aside from the probability relationship among vow-

els. In Experiment 2c, we used a language and materials as

similar as possible to those of Experiments 2a and 2b, except

that the language contained two families with eight words each

and consecutive repetitions of the same family were allowed, as

in Newport and Aslin’s (2004) Experiment 3.

Method

Fourteen adult French speakers participated. The materials were

prepared following the constraints Newport and Aslin (2004)

described for their Experiment 3. Two 7-min text streams of

artificial continuous speech were constructed by pseudorandom

concatenation of 16 nonsense trisyllabic words (Table 4). Words

were built out of 12 CV syllables (containing 6 vowels and 6

consonants) and were defined on the basis of the TPs between

TABLE 3

Stimuli Used in Experiment 2b

Families and items in
continuous speech

Test items

Words Part-words

TABLE 4

Stimuli Used in Experiment 2c

Families and items in
continuous speech

Test items

Words Part-words

Note. In this experiment, four words and four part-words were paired in the
test phase, following Newport and Aslin (2004).
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their vowels. Two families of words were used, each composed

of 8 words with the same sequence of vowels but different

consonants. As in Experiments 2a and 2b, two 7-min continuous

streams were constructed by controlling TPs between vowels

(set to 1.0 within and to .5 between words), TPs between adja-

cent syllables and consonants (set to .5 within and between

words), and immediate word repetitions (never allowed). How-

ever, unlike in Experiments 2a and 2b, consecutive repetitions

of the same family were allowed, with different members of the

same family possibly occurring up to six times consecutively.

For the test, 4 of the 16 words were paired exhaustively with 4

part-words to form 16 word/part-word pairs, each presented

twice in different orders, for a total of 32 test items (see Table 4).

Results

Participants preferred words over part-words (70.5 � 27.8%

mean preference for words), t(13) 5 2.7, p � .016, d 5 0.73

(Fig. 2d). Mean preference for words was higher than in Ex-

periments 2a and 2b, t(40) 5 2.7, p � .01, d 5 0.88, and t(26)

5 2.1, p � .049, d 5 0.78, respectively, but lower than in

Experiment 1, t(26) 5 �2.16, p � .041, d 5 0.81.

Discussion

Experiments 1, 2a, and 2b document a striking difference in

how language learners can exploit the same statistical infor-

mation depending on whether it is carried by consonants or by

vowels. Although adults are able to break a continuous speech

stream into its component words when relying on consonants,

they are apparently unable to do so when relying on vowels.

As Experiment 2c suggests, under highly redundant condi-

tions of presentation, vowels also may become perceptually sali-

ent and facilitate word recognition, although the effect is less

than that of consonants in nonredundant conditions. However,

listeners’ success in these redundant conditions could arise be-

cause consecutive repetitions enhance memory for acoustically

similar patterns, rather than because listeners perform statis-

tical calculations over segments of the stream. When a slightly

higher degree of family variation is introduced, as in Experi-

ments 2a and 2b, vowel TPs cease to be useful for word segmen-

tation, but consonant TPs are still highly effective.

Why are consonants more transparent to TP computations

than vowels? We suggest that the difference may be due to the

role of consonants in word identification. If consonants are

sufficient to identify words’ lexical roots, then it makes func-

tional sense for the language-learning device to use consonants,

but not vowels, to segment streams of speech. This hypothesis

implies that when learners compute TPs over consonants, they

will tend to extract, not the actual sequence of syllables that

compose the words encountered in the stream, but the sequence

of consonants. Thus, we predicted that learners trying to iden-

tify words in a continuous stream would recognize the conso-

nantal tiers better than the vocalic tiers.

Experiment 3 tested this prediction. After exposing partici-

pants to a stream that induced word segmentation, we tested

memory for items containing intact consonantal tiers but

changed vocalic tiers (CT words) or intact vocalic tiers but

changed consonantal tiers (VT words). If participants extract

word roots on the basis of the consonants in the speech stream,

they should prefer items with their consonantal tier intact.

EXPERIMENT 3

Method

Participants

Fourteen French college students participated.

Stimuli and Procedure

The materials were prepared following the acoustic and ran-

domization constraints of Experiments 1, 2a, and 2b. To con-

struct the continuous speech stream, we used nine words with

equally high TPs between adjacent and nonadjacent syllables,

as well as between consonants and vowels (1.0 within and .5

between words, respectively; see Table 5).

For the test, 18 new trisyllabic items were constructed (Table

5). None of them had appeared in the familiarization sequences,

but 9 had intact consonantal tiers and 9 had intact vocalic tiers.

In the test phase, participants were presented 36 pairs, all

containing one CT word and one VT word, in an alternative

forced-choice paradigm as in the previous experiments. Each

test item of one type was presented with four different items of

the other type.

TABLE 5

Stimuli Used in Experiment 3

Familiarization

TestConsonantal
tier

Vocalic
tier Words CT words VT words

Note. None of the test items appeared during familiarization. The CT words
kept the consonantal tiers of familiarization words intact, and the VT words
kept the vocalic tiers of familiarization words intact.
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Results and Discussion

Participants preferred CT words over VT words (63.7 � 10.5%

mean preference for CTwords), t(13) 5 4.9, p� .0001, d 5 1.29

(Fig. 2e). It should be noted that in order to identify words in the

streams of Experiment 3, learners had the opportunity to use

consonants, vowels, or syllables, because TPs for the three

classes were exactly the same. Even so, it was the computation

of consonant TPs that won out. Had participants extracted items

on the basis of vowel TPs, they would have preferred the items

with intact vowel structure in the test phase. Alternatively, had

they based their segmentation strategy on syllable TPs, they

would have responded at random, because in the test pairs, the

syllable structure of both items differed from that of the famil-

iarization words. Instead, participants preferred unheard items

with intact consonantal tiers. This result is consistent with the

hypothesis that in on-line word-segmentation tasks, learners are

capable of extracting not only words, but also word roots iden-

tified by their consonantal structures, as in Semitic languages.

BASELINE FREQUENCY AND EXPERIMENTAL
FREQUENCY

To assess the influence of previous exposure to French on our

data, we queried Lexique (New, Pallier, Ferrand, & Matos, 2001),

a database containing frequency values computed on 31 million

written French words, to estimate the frequency of the conso-

nantal and vocalic tiers of our test items using the frequencies

of the phonologically different words containing them. Tables 6

and 7 present the tiers’ mean frequencies per million occur-

rences. The values range from extremely low to zero. As a

written corpus heavily overrepresents low-frequency items com-

pared with their actual occurrence in speech, such data inflate

the possible effects of prior exposure to French. Even so, in

Experiments 1, 2a, 2b, and 2c, any tendency for a possible ef-

fect of prior experience with French on our experiments would

run counter to our hypothesis. For the test items in Experiment

3, the consonantal tiers had higher frequency values in Lexique

than the vocalic tiers did, but the advantage was at most 8 oc-

currences per million. Could such a difference have led par-

ticipants to selectively concentrate on consonants and disregard

vowels? We find that very difficult to believe. The number of

instances of the vocalic tiers in the familiarization stream of

Experiment 3 was larger than the number of instances of the

consonantal tiers that participants are likely to encounter dur-

ing their lifelong experience with French.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

For a general-purpose statistical device, vowels and consonants

are equivalent if their statistical relations are equivalent: Their

statistics entirely determine their informational content. How-

ever, our French participants could use TPs between conso-

nants, but not between vowels, to discover potential words in

continuous speech.

As many languages possess a wide repertoire of consonants

and relatively few vowels, it could be argued that it is natural for

consonants to have a more central role in speech analysis.

However, French enjoys a remarkable balance between vowels

and consonants (17 consonants and 16 vowels). No prior nu-

merical asymmetry could lead French listeners to adopt a

strategy favoring computations of consonants over computations

of vowels, yet the participants in our experiments clearly did so.

This asymmetry is especially relevant considering that vowels

are acoustically more salient than consonants (Mehler, Dupoux,

Nazzi, & Dehaene-Lambertz, 1996); hence, if anything, the

odds should be in favor of vowels.

Vowels can became salient enough to serve as a basis for

segmentation, but only when enhanced by nonprobabilistic con-

current processes, such as when a stream contains long stretch-

es of immediate repetitions of the same vocalic pattern (Newport

& Aslin, 2004, and our Experiment 2c). When such additional

factors are controlled, vowels do not seem to be open to the same

computations that are easily performed on consonants.

TABLE 6

Mean Frequency of Occurrence per Million and Number of

Phonologically Distinct Words Sharing the Tiers of the Test Items

in Experiments 1 and 2

Experiment

Test items

Words Part-words

Frequency Number Frequency Number

1 (consonantal tier) 2.5 7 4.5 36

2a (vocalic tier) 0.13 6 0.78 9

2b (vocalic tier) 1.4 8 0.0 0

2c (vocalic tier) 0.0 0 2.2 1

Note. The t tests of mean differences, where applicable, were not significant, p
� .05 for Experiment 1, p � .08 for Experiment 2a. Also, the mean frequency
of the consonantal tiers in Experiment 1 was not significantly different from
the mean frequency of the vocalic tiers in Experiment 2a, p � .36.

TABLE 7

Mean Frequency of Occurrence per Million and Number of

Phonologically Distinct Words Sharing the Tiers of the Test Items

in Experiment 3

Tiers

Test items

CT words VT words

Frequency Number Frequency Number

Consonantal 2.5 7 8.0 12

Vocalic 0.0 0 0.7 1

Note. CT words kept the consonantal tiers of familiarization words intact, and
VT words kept the vocalic tiers of familiarization words intact. A t test of the
difference in mean frequency of the consonantal tiers in CT words and VT
words was not significant, p � .36.
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Our results suggest not only that consonants are exploited to

find words in continuous speech, but also that consonants are

independently represented. In Experiment 3, participants pre-

ferred words that had intact consonant structures but changed

vowel structures over words that had intact vowel structures but

changed consonant structures. This suggests that participants

extracted words by their consonantal tiers, rather than by their

syllable sequences.

What could explain the predominance of consonants in an

on-line task of word segmentation? Nespor et al. (2003) have

argued that consonants preferentially contribute to lexical pro-

cessing of words, whereas grammatical variations rest mostly on

vocalic properties. On the basis of these observations, we pro-

posed that the task of interpreting the lexicon falls more on

consonants than on vowels.

Our present results are consistent with this hypothesis. We

suggest that the vowel-consonant asymmetry we have docu-

mented depends on the different roles of vowels and consonants

in language. If consonants serve mainly to individuate words,

whereas vowels tend to carry grammatical information, then

extraction of relevant information from speech for purposes of

speech segmentation will improve if general-purpose compu-

tational resources, such as TP computations, focus on conso-

nants. Blocking computations over vowels, which are not as

crucial for word identification, will greatly reduce noise in the

system.

However, this argument applies only within a linguistic sys-

tem; consonants and vowels are linguistic objects to begin with.

In organisms without language, such a constraint on computa-

tion would not make sense. As it turns out, nonhuman primates

listening to a continuous stream of speech do precisely the

opposite of human language learners. Exposed to such a stream,

tamarins can compute TPs between vowels, but not between

consonants (Newport, Hauser, Spaepen, & Aslin, 2004). It thus

appears that when vowels lose their linguistic role and become

acoustic objects, general learning mechanisms can capture the

regularities among them just as well as among any other objects,

and when consonants lose their role in word individuation and

become hardly distinguishable noises, the animal perceptual

system filters them out. Only when a language module exists do

consonants and vowels reverse their natural order of saliency.

A crucial issue in cognitive science is to identify the scope

and limits of human statistical abilities. We have found that the

specific linguistic role of representations severely constrains

whether such representations are open to statistical inspection.

Language seems to orchestrate where and when general learn-

ing mechanisms can deploy their power.
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